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ABSTRACT 

Students’ ability in solving mathematics word problems has been considered low, especially caused by difficulties 
in understanding information provided. Schema can be a helpful tool for students to face such difficulties. The aim 
of this research is to analyze the effectiveness of schema in resolving difficulties based on linguistic aspects 
constructing word problem (multiple representation systems, vocabulary, and grammar and syntax). A mixed 
method study of embedded experimental model was conducted with 69 participants of 11th grade students. 
Quantitative analysis to determine the effectiveness of schema was done by testing whether mathematical linguistic 
difficulties of treatment group was significantly lower than control students. Mathematical linguistic difficulties in 
each aspect were analyzed from the indicator-based coding of students’ work on word problem test. Qualitative 
analysis was conducted by comparing experiment and control students’ work on post-test. Experiment students 
showed significantly lower mathematical linguistic difficulties in each aspect compared to control ones. In general, 
schema is proven to be effective in resolving difficulties in each aspect. Qualitatively, students being taught schema 
showed more attention upon the whole information provided and were more self-directed in determining solving 
steps. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Word problem is a problem put in the context of daily life 

(Verschaffel, van Dooren, Greer, & Mukhopadhyay, 2010), 

differentiating it from other types of problem. The context in word 

problem demands students to read, understand, and use their 

mathematical understanding. Word problem is not only written in the 

form of mathematical expression, but also is combined with daily 

language or picture. It needs complex solving steps i.e. reading, 

understanding, transforming into mathematical model, processing 

mathematical model, interpreting result to the context, and check the 

result (Reys, Lindquist, Lambdin, & Smith, 2013; Ryan & Williams, 

2007; Verschaffel, van Dooren, Greer, & Mukhopadhyay, 2010). This 

will need students to make more effort compared to non-word 

problems. 

In Indonesia, several studies showed students low performance in 

solving word problems (Huda & Kencana, 2013; Raharjo, 2008; 

Rindyana & Chandra, 2013; Sutarni, 2011). Moreover, survey 

conducted by Center for Development and Empowerment of 

Mathematics Teacher and Educational staff (PPPPTK) stated that more 

than 50% of Indonesian teachers complained about students difficulties 

in solving word problems (Raharjo, 2008). Adding to that, word 

problems were often found in National Examination. Word problems 

were found in National Examination and categorized as “good”, one 

level more difficult than category of “fair” that is not in the form of word 

problem (BNSP, 2014).  

Responding to this issue, several studies had been conducted in 

Indonesia. Some studies focused on students’ error analysis in solving 

word problems (Huda & Kencana, 2013; Mulyadi, Riyadi, & Subanti, 

2015; Rahman, Uno, & Nurwan, 2015; Rindyana & Chandra, 2013). 

Interestingly, these studies found that linguistic difficulties; such as 

ability to understand vocabulary, translate daily vocabulary to 

mathematical expressions, and understand symbols; were 

predominantly found. These studies did not specifically discuss the 

linguistic difficulties although they were often found. 

Other studies focused on experiments in using particular strategy 

to help students improving their performance to solve word problems. 

For example, the use of Polya’s steps (Marlina, 2013), think-talk-write 

(Istiqomah, Poerwanti, & Hadiyah, 2013), and problem-posing 

(Junaidah, Shaifuddin, Sadiman, & Kamsiyati, 2015). Those studies 

were all motivated by the findings that students had linguistic 

difficulties in solving word problems. Despite the dominance of 

linguistic difficulties, these studies did not specifically discuss the 

relation between linguistic difficulties and the applied strategy. These 
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studies merely compared students’ performance, not linguistic 

difficulties, before and after the strategy being applied.  

To better understand linguistic difficulties of word problem, it is 

important to understand the linguistic aspects constructing it; students 

who fail to understand the constructing aspects, will have difficulty in 

solving word problem. Word problem is constructed by three main 

aspects i.e. multiple representation system, vocabulary, and grammar 

and syntax (Lee, 2006; O’Halloran, 2010, 2015; Schleppegrell, 2007). 

These aspects become the character of word problem from language 

perspective. Difficulty due to multiple representation system refers to 

the difficulty to make meaning among the three systems: daily language, 

symbols, and visual representation. Difficulty due to vocabulary refers 

to difficulty to understand the meaning of vocabulary despite its 

location in the sentence. Difficulty due to grammar and syntax is the 

difficulty to make meaning of the whole sentence because of the 

structure of words in it or how the sentence is constructed.  

Linguistic difficulty in solving word problems was not only found 

in basic mathematics topic, but also in high school topic like derivative. 

One study showed that in solving word problems of derivative, students 

could not understand vocabulary, which information to be used, or 

found the text to be confusing (Klymchuk, Zverkova, Gruenwald, & 

Sauerbier, 2010). Another study investigated the difficulties in solving 

word problems of derivative specifically related to multiple 

representation system (Fatmanissa, Kusnandi, & Usdiyana, 2019). This 

study found that students faced difficulties during word problem 

solving of derivatives in diverse cases involving transforming meaning 

among visual representation, symbol, and language.  

In accordance to that, it is imperative to investigate specific strategy 

but focusing on how to help students facing linguistic difficulties in 

solving word problems. Schema-based strategy instruction is known to 

benefit students in exercising their ability to understand and apply the 

linguistic aspects of word problems. Schema is a framework, diagram, 

or plan that is used to organize information (Marshall, 1995). Schema 

can be in the form of diagram to organize information given in word 

problem visually (Jitendra et al., 2009) or in the form of parts and 

mathematical expression (Powell, Fuchs, Fuchs, Cirino, & Fletcher, 

2009). 

Marshall (1995) conducted experiment by comparing experimental 

group (instructed to use schema) with control group to state the known 

information and meaning of the word problem. In this study, 

experimental group was proven to be able to determine correctly more 

known information and meaning of word problem. Besides, 

experimental group did not find it difficult to understand the relation 

among information in the text which means that they could understand 

meaning in the text and create it visually. This is inline with how 

students face their linguistic difficulty. Thus, the aim of this research is 

to analyze the effectiveness of schema in resolving difficulties based on 

linguistic aspects constructing word problem (multiple representation 

systems, vocabulary, and grammar and syntax), especially in derivative 

topic. 

METHOD 

Data was collected through a mixed method study with an 

embedded quasi-experimental model to test the effectiveness of schema 

use. The quantitative study was conducted using a pretest-posttest 

comparison group design, while the qualitative analysis was done to 

gain information on how students solve word problems in both groups. 

Groups being compared are treatment group that was taught to use 

schema and control group that was not.  

Participants were 69 students of 11th grade; 33 belonged to the 

treatment group, while the rest belonged to the control group. The 

homogeneity of both groups was tested through a t-test for comparing 

means of pretest score obtained before the treatment (𝑝 = 0.775). 

Besides, to support whether socio-linguistic background of students in 

both groups were similar, survey of students’ daily languages and 

ethnicity was conducted and showed no difference in both groups 

background. 

Treatment class was taught to use schema to solve word problems, 

but control class was not. There was one instructor for both classes and 

taught both classes for 5 meetings (80 minutes each). Both classes were 

given pretest before the teaching periods and posttest after it. The topic 

for both classes was derivative. 

The teaching design for both classes was different in several ways. 

The teaching design for the treatment group was in line with the 

schema process based on Powell (Powell, 2011) and Boonen et al. 

(Boonen, de Koning, Jolles, & van der Schoot, 2016) shown in Figure 

1. In the first meeting, students were exposed to how to read the 

problem by paying attention to the information given. In this stage, 

students were not demanded to make mathematical expression or even 

solve the problem, but more on identifying key words of information 

from the problem. For the second and third meeting, the focus was to 

have students exercise making appropriate schema in the form of 

picture or diagram and mathematical representation. The fourth and 

fifth meeting focused on making mathematical solution and interpret 

solution. While treatment class going through this process, control 

class was taught to solve word problems in derivative by reading, 

making plan, determining solution, and interpreting without being 

guided to utilize schema in that process. 

Pretest and posttest were given in the form of six essay questions. 

The test for both classes was conducted in the same day to avoid 

questions leak. Students could use calculator during the test considering 

the aim for the test was not calculation skill. The test items were 

constructed with the goal to check whether the aspects of linguistic 

difficulties appeared. The test items readability and clarity were 

consulted to two mathematics education experts. Test items validity 

was confirmed by using Spearman test (all items significant value < 

0.05) and the reliability by using Cronbach Alpha coefficient (pretest = 

0.576; posttest = 0.558). 

Student’s work was analyzed by first giving code(s) of aspect of 

linguistic difficulties which appeared. The codes were “MRS” (for 

multiple representation system), “V” (for vocabulary), and “GS” (for 

grammar and syntax). The codes were recorded, counted, and students’ 

works were classified based on it. After being classified, distinct cases of 

difficulty in each code were further explored through interview. 

RESULT 

The effect of schema teaching was analyzed by checking whether 

the teaching of using schema helped students to face their linguistic 

difficulties based on each aspect (i.e. multiple representation system, 

vocabulary, and grammar and syntax). This was done by comparing the 

number of difficulties between treatment and control group found in 
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the posttest. Given that the pre-treatment equivalency test showed no 

significant difference between two groups (𝑝 =  0.775), showing the 

same ‘starting point’ between groups, analyzing this through posttest 

was adequate. The quantitative analysis was done by having statistics 

tests and calculating effect size. The data being used was the number of 

difficulties found in each aspect on pretest and posttest.  

Statistic test being used to compare the number of difficulties 

between treatment and control group was Mann-Whitney test since 

the data was not normally distributed. The 𝑝 −value obtained from 

Mann-Whitney tests (𝑝) and the effect size (ES) for each aspect are 

given in Table 1. 

Between groups, there was a significant difference of difficulties 

based on each aspect. Treatment group showed significantly less 

difficulties in multiple representation system (𝑝 = 0.007), vocabulary 

( 𝑝 = 0.048) , and grammar and syntax (𝑝 = 0.000)  aspect. This 

showed that schema teaching was helpful for students in facing 

linguistic difficulties during word problem solving. The effect sizes for 

all aspects showed moderate (for MRS and vocabulary aspect) and 

strong effect (for grammar and syntax aspect). It can be inferred that the 

schema teaching helped students on facing linguistic difficulties, 

especially due to the complexity of grammar and syntax of the word 

problem.  

In order to gain more demonstration of how schema teaching 

benefit treatment group, two cases were chosen to analyze it further. 

Student A (control group) and Student B (treatment group) were 

 
 

Figure 1. Schema making 

Table 1. Mann-Whitney test result and effect size by each aspect 

Aspect of difficulty 𝒑 ES 

Multiple Representation System .007 .432 

Vocabulary .048 .508 

Grammar and syntax .000 .978 
 

Translated problem: 5. Given a piece of square board with side length of 12 cm. A square piece of cardboard is cut equally from each board corner.  

(a) draw the picture of the board;  

(b) After being cut and formed into a topless box, determine the maximum volume of the box.  

 

Student A 

 

Student B 

Figure 2. Representative example of average student of treatment group compared to control group 
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students with average score on pretest and chosen as representative 

examples on how schema teaching benefit students with average ability. 

Figure 2 displays the work of Student A and Student B on posttest no. 

5. In Figure 2, both students were asked to determine the maximum 

volume of a box that is made from a board whose corners are cut. Both 

student A and student B could make the visual representation of the 

board. However, when starting to determine the maximum volume, 

they showed different works. Student A, although not correct, directly 

determine that the length of the square side being cut was 2 cm. Then, 

she determined the volume by understanding that the box was a cuboid. 

On the other hand, student B could not determine how “topless box” 

looked like, although managed to show the net. 

In this example, student A showed more ability in understanding 

the textual description of the box in the problem compared to student 

B. In other words, student A show more ability on transforming textual 

information into visual representation. Despite not being able to solve 

the problem, student A displayed her work direction, which was to 

determine the volume, and the size of cuboid being calculated was 

appropriately related to the visual representation she made. This can be 

understood since student A was accustomed to the teaching using 

schema that made her exercise to draw diagram based on textual 

information in the problem. 

Interesting finding was also found from the work of two students 

(Student C and Student D) in posttest no. 4 as displayed in Figure 3. In 

this problem, students were asked to explain the particle displacement 

2 minutes before, at, and 2 minutes after the maximum displacement. 

The correct answer is determined by how students can find that the 

maximum displacement happens at the second minute of displacement. 

Thus, particle displacement 2 minutes before the maximum 

displacement is the displacement at the minute of 0, and displacement 

2 minutes after the maximum displacement is the displacement at the 

minute of 4. 

Slightly seen, the work of student D was more accurate than student 

C as student C incorrectly determine the factor of 𝑓′(𝑡), resulting on 

incorrectly determining when the particle would have maximum 

displacement. However, the following transcript of them when being 

asked about their ways of thinking showed more finding. 

 

Translated problem: 4. A particle is observed in the interval 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 6 (in minutes). The particle displacement is defined by a function 𝑓(𝑡) =

𝑡3 − 9𝑡2 + 24𝑡 − 16. Explain the particle displacement 2 minutes before, at, and 2 minutes after the maximum displacement.  

 

   Student C 

Translation note 

 

(2 minutes before) 

 

 

(2 minutes after) 

 

 

 

   Student D 

Translation note 

 

(2 minutes before) 

 

 

 

 

(at 2 minutes) 

 

 

(2 minutes after)  

 

 

Figure 3. Representative example of high scorer of treatment group compared to control group 
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Student C 

Translation: “I plugged in 3 to the 

function from this (pointed at the 

factorization). This is the minute at 

maximum (displacement). This is used 

for the maximum. Then, 2 minutes 

before means 3 minus 2 is minute of 1, 

2 minutes after means we plugin 5.” 

Student D 

Translation: “I just predict, 

mam. I differentiate, I get 2 

and 4. Then I just plugin. 

Then at the problem I saw 0 

≤ t ≤ 6, so I think 0 should 

also be plugged in. So, just 

like that, I predict” 

Interview transcript of the two students showed the fact that 

student C understood the meaning of the problem sentence more and 

understood the reason behind his steps. Student D, despite correctly 

answered the problem, stated that he chose the value of 𝑡  based on 

prediction from the derivative and from the interval given in the 

problem, but his prediction showed no logical reason behind it. 

Students of treatment group was evidenced to be more self-directed 

toward the problem goal and understand the meaning of the sentences 

in the problem. 

DISCUSSION 

Quantitative analysis showed that schema is effective in helping 

students facing linguistic difficulties in each aspect of difficulty. The 

effectivity of schema in helping students was also found in several 

studies (Boonen, Van Wesel, Jolles, & Van der Schoot, 2014; Hegarty & 

Kozhevnikov, 1999; Skemp, 1987; Xin, Jitendra, & Deatline-Buchman, 

2005). In Multiple Representation System aspect, schema is proven to 

be effective in helping students transforming meaning across 

representation system in solving word problems, a result similar to 

study by Saenz-Ludlow & Kadunz (2016).  

Despite being proven statistically effective, the effect size of 

grammar and syntax aspect was found to be greater than multiple 

representation system and vocabulary aspect. This leads to another 

discussion of possible underlying reason. Strong effect on difficulties 

related to grammar and syntax aspect was manifested into more 

understanding on problem sentences. The finding of stronger 

understanding of sentences is also agreed by the study of Jitendra et al. 

(2009). In the study, the duration of treatment was given twice longer 

than this study, leads to note that greater effect may be obtained if the 

teaching duration is prolonged. The study also emphasized the need of 

extensive exposure to treatment for strong effect. Supporting this 

statement, understanding sentences can be helped using schema, as 

highlighted by Xin et al. (2005), but intensive teacher-student 

discussion is also needed so that students do not get used to catch 

shallow meaning of sentence.  

More self-directed students after being taught to use schema is 

supported by the study of Hegarty and Kozhevnikov (1999). The study 

found that schema teaching indeed helps students to create strategy and 

construct reason behind it. However, in practice, the teaching may not 

maximally utilize the use of schema in facilitating exercises, which in 

several studies were found to be effective in familiarizing students with 

word problem (Chan, 2015; Jacoby, 1978). 

CONCLUSION 

In general, schema is proven to be effective in helping students 

solve word problems. Schema teaching is also effective in resolving 

mathematical linguistic difficulties during word problem solving in all 

aspect of linguistic difficulties (i.e. multiple representation system, 

vocabulary, and grammar and syntax). Adding to that, students being 

taught schema showed more attention and application upon the whole 

sentence or information provided by the problem and were more self-

directed in determining solving steps towards problem goal. 

This study further offers an alternative strategy, which is schema 

teaching, that is more directed on linguistic difficulty in solving word 

problems. Besides, this study also offers empirical findings to support a 

strategy that might be used for high school students on a more complex 

mathematics topic like derivative. 

This study does not claim that schema teaching will benefit all types 

of students on all mathematics topics due to its participants selection 

and mathematics topic limitation. Responding to that, it is hoped that 

in the future, studies on word problem, linguistic difficulties, and 

schema teaching will be more expanded, for example by investigating 

more mathematics topics or different types of students. 
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